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IMPORTANT, PLEASE READ: Loizzi & Associates, P.C. makes NO

GUARANTEES and NO PROMISES of outcomes of foreclosure defense

representation. ALL state bar associations strictly prohibit attorneys from

making promises or guarantees of outcomes. The Federal Trade Commission

(FTC) strictly prohibits any non-attorney firm, company, or organization from

representing distressed homeowners. Loizzi & Associates, P.C. is a private law

firm. We are NOT a government agency, or affiliated with any government

agency or program.

Steven T. Loizzi, Esq. - State Bar of Nevada Bar

Number: 10920
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Welcome

With so

much

recent

information about families losing their homes to foreclosure,

homeowners are flooded with confusing information regarding

available programs and who they can trust for legitimate assistance.

The foreclosure defense attorneys of Loizzi & Associates, P.C. are an

experienced, nationwide team of attorneys that offer comprehensive

mortgage representation for you and your family. This representation

includes local “of counsel” attorneys nationwide! Our clients enjoy

the benefits of resources devoted to a national level, in addition to a

local attorney, licensed and in good standing in your state, who will

represent you in court, mediations, hearings, and during the entire

loan renegotiation process.

We understand how important your home is to you and your family.

We will take the time to review your situation and give you an honest

and realistic assessment of the options available to you BEFORE

considering an agreement for services. Your home is one of your

most precious assets! Choose a firm you can trust to protect it! Let

the experienced lawyers of Loizzi and Associates fight to protect

your rights and interests!

When it comes to

something as

important as your

home, you need

attorneys that have

experience helping

clients defend their

homes with proven

legal strategies. Our

attorneys have been

assisting homeowners

on the front lines of the mortgage crisis ever since it first began. We

have the experience to handle the most complex situations and our

attorney network has helped hundreds of clients resolve their

troubled mortgages. The banks have attorneys representing them

every step of the way. With the recent publicity regarding “robo-

signing” and other fraudulent practices, you need an attorney that has

experience identifying these matters and holding banks accountable

for their actions.

Talk to an Attorney

Today!

Choose a Firm You Can

Trust!
The attorneys and

legal staff of

Loizzi &

Associates are

committed to

protecting your

interests, and we

tailor our legal

strategies to fit

the needs of you

and your family.

Our goal is to to

orchestrate a lasting solution that will bring some stability to your

life again. Our friendly and devoted professional staff provides our

clients with regular updates and are always available to assist clients

in need.

Living with worry about your mortgage debt is a huge stress on

many people today. Take control of your mortgage situation today!

Speak to a friendly agent at (866) 797-4922, or schedule a FREE
CONSULTATION!

Steve Loizzi & Associates, P.C.
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